
VIKING RescYouTM Horizon, Lifejacket, CE/ISO 
Product number: PV9210

n 275 N buoyancy ensures high clearance from the water line

n	 Slim and lightweight ‘Navy Seals’ inspired design for comfortable all-day wear

n	 Fitted with lifting strap, whistle, detachable collar, strap for light and double crotch strap

Our top-of-the-line CE/ISO approved lifejacket, known as the VIKING RescYou™ 
Horizon. Originally designed and developed for navy applications, but now also 
used across multiple maritime applications. With a flat profile and comfortable fit 
the VIKING RescYou™ is the ideal choice for work situations and long-term use.
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Specifications

Related items

VIKING RescYou™ Conquest (PV9273)  
inflatable lifejacket

VIKING RescYou™ Legacy (PV9274)  
inflatable lifejacket

VIKING RescYou™ Liferaft (L000U006)
4-8 persons

PPE
Lifejackets

RescYou™ Horizon  |  CE/ISO

OCTOBER 2020

Approvals

-  CE/ISO

Cover fabric

- Flame retardant coated polyester

Colour options

- Black, red or reflective grey/alu

Design features 

-  275 N buoyancy ensures high clearance from the water 
line

-  Slim and lightweight ‘Navy Seals’ inspired design for 
comfortable all-day wear

-  Fitted with lifting straps, whistle, detachable collar, 
strap for light and double crotch strap

-  Fast and easy to don
-  Fully integrated cover and buoyancy chamber provides 

ergonomically enhanced low profile fit
-  Single hand buckle for easy adjustment 
-  Durable cover in PU coated polyester
-  Automatic or manual inflation with back-up oral 

inflation tube 

Typical applications

-  Yachting
-  Navy
-  Offshore
-  Fishing

Options

-  Halkey Roberts® manual or automatic inflation,  
or Hammar® hydrostatic inflation

-  Sprayhood
-  Water activated light 
-  PLB

Service interval

- Annual service recommended  
(light must be switched every 5 years)

Spare parts

- Recharge kit, Halkey Roberts®   1021469
- Recharge kit, Hammar®   1021412
- Light, W4 alkaline   1061461
- Clips for light    1070497 
-  Replacement kit, Halkey Roberts®     1148241


